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Preview of the
June 10, 2017
AWA Workshop starting at 9:00 AM
For June’s workshop, we have:

Michael Mocho presenting:
“Cutting Dovetails by Hand and Jig”
Michael Mocho has been a full-time craftsman since 1976 with extensive experience in furniture design,
woodturning, architectural millwork, pattern making, and stringed musical instruments. He has been
artist in residence at the Arrowmont School of Craft, the Anderson Ranch Arts Center, and the
International Turning Exchange program at the Woodturning Center in Philadelphia.
Michael is an acclaimed and enthusiastic instructor, and has been invited to teach at many of the top
craft schools across the USA, international and regional woodturning symposia, and over 60 chapters of
the American Association of Woodturners. In addition to custom furniture, he is known for his intricate
containers that often combine bent wood with turned, carved, textured, and kinetic forms, which have
won numerous awards and are in many private and public collections.
“The Joy of Dovetails”
Dovetails have a long history of being the best choice for drawers, case joinery, and boxes, but most
folks tend to avoid cutting them with hand tools, assuming that they are too challenging.
This workshop will focus on all the critical details that will help you see that cutting this classic joint
without use of a jig doesn’t have to be difficult. Important tips about proper stock preparation, joint
layout and proportions, tool selection, sharpening recommendations, sawing technique, and simple
strategies for getting tightly fitting pins and tails will be presented. Comparisons of common dovetail
jigs and their applications will also be included.

June’s Workshop Specials
Catalog: BB16
(Note: the following pages are from catalog BB16, but WWS will be working out of catalog BB17. The
updated page numbers will be written on the marker board at the front of the room.)
Sharpening Pg 419-428

Japanese handsaws, page 334
Dovetail and tenon saws, page 335
Marking knives and gauges, pages 369 & 370
On the day of each monthly AWA meeting, in addition to the day's specials chosen to sync with the
workshop topic, each of our members will be allowed to pick any one safety-related item, and buy it
with the same discount terms, "our usual price, less 10%, unless it goes under WWS’s cost". This would
include feather boards, push sticks, hearing protection, eye protection, breathing protection, and
other safety items from the big catalog. As an example, a member could buy a feather board OR a push
stick OR any one of several other safety items at the same special discount. This "safety special” will be
an ongoing offer from WWS to our members, every month on the day of the meeting.

Upcoming Workshops
07/08/17
Designing and Building a Table
Presented by Glen Sellers

10/14/17
Michael Fortune
AT VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL

08/12/17
Table Saw Jigs and Fixtures
Presented by Jack Henning

11/11/17
TBA
Presented by Christophe Neander

09/09/17
The Ultimate Router Table
Presented by Ros Barnes and Jerry Trujillo

12/09/17
Steam Bending
Presented by Mike Sherard

The Education Committee is looking for individuals who would be interested in
doing a presentation to our club. If you have a topic in mind and/or are interested
in being a presenter, please contact Derek Roff at derek@unm.edu
BOD Minutes March 11, 2017
AWA Board of Directors Meeting Minutes
March 11, 2017
Call to order: 12:37 PM
Members present: (11)
Murray, Price, Voda, Filkins, Henderson, Templeton, Barnes, Scott, Danner, Yost, & Greenwood
Guests: Tracy Murray
Minutes (January 14, 2017)
Motion to approve as written – Templeton 2nd Greenwood The motion passed.

Reports:
President: None
Vice President: None
Secretary: None
Treasurer:
• We have 200 members.
• Financial reports will be submitted by E-mail.
• Printing costs will be listed in future financial reports as a miscellaneous budget item.
Past President: None
Education:
The BOD requests that a member from the Education Committee be present at each
Board meeting. The BOD does not have current list of committee members.
Librarian:
• Steve Scott will replace Peggy Hill as Librarian.
▪ Reta Price and Ron Danner moved the library to the climate controlled storage facility on
Oakland
▪ Steve Scott suggested that AWA inquire of Woodworkers Supply of the possibility of
placing the library in storage cabinets and kept on the WWS site.
▪ Motion: AWA will investigate the possibility of WWS storing these library materials,
publicizing the availability of these materials at monthly meetings, and evaluating the
library usage after six months. Motion: John Ellis 2nd Gale Greenwood The motion
passed. John Henderson and Steve Scott will talk with the WWS store manager.
▪ It was suggested the AWA consider E-bay for the sale of some materials. Reta Price, Ros
Barnes, Steve Scott, and Ron Danner will review what action should be taken to make the
library an effective resource and make recommendations to the BOD.
Newsletter: None
Community Service:
▪ Toy Party: Exotic Wood will mill the Ambrosia maple for the buggies at no cost.
▪ Wheels are needed for all toys.
▪ Approximately 225 toys are left over from last year.
▪ There will be a cut back in production of toys to 1500 as determined by report of Jim
Templeton, John Henderson and Ron Danner. The number will be equally distributed for
both boys and girls.
▪ Motion: AWA shall budget $3700 for the toy project for 2017. Motion: John Henderson
2nd Gale Greenwood The motion passed.
Old Business:
▪ The State Fair has been notified that AWA is eliminating its sponsorship.
▪ Liability insurance: AWA does not have D&O insurance. John Henderson will secure a
quote.
New Business:
▪ A toy parts and lumber offer has been received from Roger and Betty Weigel according to
John Henderson. Ros Barnes indicated his willingness to pick up the materials and store
them at his shop.
▪ A nationally known speaker was suggested for the October (Balloon Fiesta) meeting.
Steve Scott will coordinate with Derek Roff for possible speakers.
Adjournment:2:13 PM

May’s Workshop Statistics
Attendance: 55 members & 5 guests.
$10 Cash: Bill Kalb
$10 Cash: Gale Greenwood
$25 TJ Hardware Gift Certificate: Tracy Murray
$50 Woodworkers Supply Gift Certificate: Joel Gay
4 aluminum bar clamps: Jim Templeton
2 pipe clamps: David Ewing
vise: Martin Arrambide

June 10, 2017 SILENT AUCTION
No specific tools are being sold this month, but you never know what might show up, so come to the
meeting and see what you may not be able to live without.

May 13, 2017 Presentation
“SHARPENING TECHNIQUES AND STEEL SECRETS”
by Bill Zerby written by Jo Kobler
Bill has been woodworking for 40 years and was the manager of
the Woodcraft store here in Albuquerque until it closed.
(Editor’s note: although Bill appears to be very stoic and serious
in these photos, he had us laughing many times throughout his
entire presentation.)
Bill passed out hand outs on the concepts and processes he uses.
He also passed out an abrasive guide to members. He advised us to
go to New Mexico woodturners.org for further informational sites.
(nmwoodturners.org)
What actually is steel and why do we want to use it? For 10k
years, we have been searching for a material that would cut wood.
Obsidian was the first. The edge is keen but it crumbles quickly.
Then came copper which was used as a tool and a weapon. If tin
was added to copper, we got
bronze.
Iron was
undiscoverable until man
could get a fire up to 1800
degrees C.
Bill explained
iron on a molecular level.
Carbide is made when a carbon molecule combines with a steel
molecule. As you heat the steel up, the iron molecules break and it
becomes a solution. Then you quench the billet either with water,

oils, or petroleum products. When quenched, the structure changes and you end up with a carbide
product.
The simplest steel has the keenest edge.
He also talked about the Rockwell C
scale……….steel hardness scale.
Usable steel hardnesses would range from 54 to 97. He said that Stainless is regular steel with nickel
added. Carbide runs 95 to 97.
Most pocket knives are 56 to 58. Jack asked how you laminate
steel. Steel is fluxed and heated up to high red. Then it is pounded
and you get a weld. This is cheaper-like veneering.
Bill Introduced a large plane called a Jointer Jack. He uses it
frequently. Some planer blades are cryogenically tempered-cold.
Colder than liquid nitrogen. About 350 degrees negative. That
cold forces any austenite crystals to form into martensite crystals in
the steel which is more durable. This makes higher hardness and
durability.
Sharpening: what are we looking for?
Something that lasts for a good period of time before it has to be re-sharpened. High speed steel is the
best. It can get red hot and it still works great while sharpening. Power tools are faster for sharpening
vs hand tools. Plane blades and carving tools are not high speed steels. This is because they are hand
tools-not mechanical.
Cutting edge: on hand tools, the cutting edge angle is very important. The angled edge is sharpened.
Radius of the cutting edge is made up of several molecules. You get a burr when the cutting planes are
the sharpest that they can be. A butt is when the edge rolls away from the abrasive when the sharpness is
at its maximum. The abrasives table Bill passed out to the members comes into play here. Bill
explained Microns. 141 is the micron dimension of a single particle.
Bill also discussed honing stones-the varieties and hardnesses.
Derrick announced that Michael Fortune, contributing editor from Woodworkers magazine, will be our
speaker in October. It will probably be at Valley high.
Ros Barnes talked about a reference guide that came with his latest woodworkers magazine regarding
router bits which sequenced into our last month’s meeting.
Someone asked Bill for a recommendation on table saw blades. He said that he has 2 Forest blades. He
uses one while the other one is being sharpened at Precision Sharpening in Albuquerque. He said
regular steel blades are not that difficult to sharpen but that carbide blades are very hard to sharpen.
Bill showed us how to sharpen a standard set of jointers chisels.
The sides are relieved (or beveled).
To determine the sharpness of a tool, cut across the grain of the
softest piece of wood you have. Like basswood. If you can cut
across the grain, you’ll see a bright white line on one side of the
cut. It’s called a snail trail….and it’s indicative of a damaged
cutting edge. The snail trail will be either a bump or a groove. You
can also learn the sharpness of the blade by the curl it creates. If

curl stays together, the blade is fairly sharp.
examine the surface left behind.

You must also

To sharpen a chisel: first step: use black marker to color in front
bevel completely.
That will
show you how badly it’s
damaged. Next square it up
on the wheel. (CBN grinding
wheel-cubic boron nitride) is
almost as hard as diamond
and is what some wheels are made of. They’re much better than a
“regular” wheel. Cost is higher than normal. D-way tools is a
place to find them. They basically don’t wear down quickly. He
doesn’t use Norton wheels anymore.) He said to always use a
mask to protect your lungs from white lung disease.
If you can see a reflection on your cutting edge, it’s dull. Lay the beveled edge of the chisel on the
wheel and move back and forth. Most of the black ink will be gone. Bill uses a rest for the handle of
the chisel. He controls edge with pressure from right thumb. A burr will be created. Wipe the blade to
delete that. Sharpen again by pressing against wheel. Look at it. You can put it on wheel again. Do
this process a little bit at a time. Do not grind a lot or heat it up. Now the actual cutting edge is thicket
at the bottom. It’s all in the feel and look of the edge. You want the edge to sharpen to the very finest
point. You can “quench” the blade if you use a larger bucket of water. If it starts to turn blue, you need
to quench to stop that from happening. You should be able to feel the burr which will be on the back.
Shiny spots on the cutting edge are from the honing process. The 3 steps are grinding, honing and
polishing. 8000 grit honing stone is a nice high grit if used along with water and a Nagura stone to
create the slurry needed on the stone.
The roundness of the grinding wheel creates a hollow in the beveled part of the chisel. Hence we have
to flatten that out using the honing stone. This is called a hollow grind and is easy to remove by hand
honing. He uses diamond stones to hand hone. Ceramic stones are used to sharpen razor blades.
You can pick the angle of the bevel according to what kind of wood
you are going to use it on. Softer wood can use a 25 degree angle
but hard wood will need 30 degree. As long as the bevel on the
cutting edge doesn’t drag on the wood, you’re good to go. A
thinner angle cuts better. Hand plane curly maple………….This is
a really difficult wood because it tears out easily. Attack angle must
be changed in a hand plane to compensate for that. His stones are
320 grit, 600 grit and 1200 grit. Black Arkansas stone should be
translucent and is very very good and expensive.
Must be
translucent. Water and oil are put on stone to float the swarf out.
Press edge of the chisel with your finger to find the balance of the
hollow ground and stroke 10 times on the stone. From there, you can see how much of the chisel blade
you have flattened. As you go, the more the blade touches the stone, the more strokes you need to
flatten because you have more surface contact with the blade. 10 strokes on the 320. 10 strokes on the
600 and 10 strokes on the 1200. A nice burr will be created. Scrub the back of the blade a bit to get rid
of the burr.

A honing piece can also be made out of leather. Bill “charges” the
leather with green goo he makes himself out of medicinal grade
tallow-beef lard-highly filtered. This can also be purchased on ebay. One can also add a bit of chromium oxide and diamond dust.
Very fine. Bill finds that using several grit sizes works better. He
called it his “stropping” compound. These compounds are applied to
the piece of leather. Then you pull the blade along the leather stropbevel side. Test blade for snail trail. Now you can polish the blade
on the polishing wheel (cotton).
Bill invited club members to come up and see how the blade/stones feel in the polishing process.
Diamond and ceramic stones stay flat-natural stones will eventually get a hollow in them. He prefers to
hone with hand stones vs power tools because power tools work so much faster…sometimes too fast.
Bill also said that you can use an extra extra course diamond stone (120 micron) to flatten other honing
stones.

Member’s Work
(There were no presentations at this meeting.)

Safety Tips, Woodworking Tips, Experiences
(If you have a tip that you would like to share, send it to the editor, Ros Barnes,
RNBBNZ@MSN.COM)
(None for this issue.)

AWA “Mentor List”
(from Ros Barnes, newsletter editor, RNBBNZ@MSN.COM)
AWA is still looking for any members who are interested in being a Mentor for others in our
organization. If you are at all interested, please e-mail me. You do not need any formal training to be a
Mentor - just the desire to share your woodworking knowledge with others.

NAME

DISCIPLINE

Ros Barnes

Cabinet (casework) design and construction, toy design and
construction, equipment adjustment and tuneup, jigs.

Gale Greenwood

Cabinet making, case goods (eg: chest of drawers).

CONTACT INFO

505-864-8857
RNBBNZ@MSN.COM

505-256-1379

Frank Warren

Toy design and building, and scroll saw and scroll saw projects

Alan Voda
Steve Wagner

505-962-9212

Alan: 268-7096 or
amv6775@gmail.com
Plastic casts and molds

Steve:
mailto:bigjawbone@mac.com

2017 Community Service Project
(Formerly known as the “Toy Project”)
AWA is generating toys for this next holiday season. Watch and listen for how you can help with this
project.
Jim Templeton has scheduled several parties at his woodshop. If you are interested, contact him at
505-898-1934 to be sure there’s still room.
July 15, 12 workers can be accommodated; and
Sept 16, 16 workers can be accommodated.

NM State Fair
AWA discontinuing State Fair Woodworking exhibit
(From Mike Murray, repeated)
The Albuquerque Woodworkers Association Board voted at its January 11, 2017 meeting to discontinue
the AWA Woodworking Exhibit at the New Mexico State Fair. Fair officials have been notified. This
decision resulted in part from the recent member survey in which the Fair came up last. Only 30% of
respondents had ever visited or participated in the Exhibit. Each year we have struggled to get enough
members to show their work. Only 17% responded that they would be likely to enter in the future. Many
suggested that we needed to have people doing things as do the Wood Turners. However, AWA
insurance would not cover the use of power tools at the exhibit. Richard Parker brought in his
workbench last year to encourage exhibit “hosts” to be doing handwork, but only a few members did so.
Finally, The exhibit consumes from 100-150 person hours for check-in, set up, judging, teardown, and
hosting. Kudos to all those who have participated in the past.

New Members
(No new members for this edition.)

AWA Name Badges

Steve Schroeder is the volunteer that makes badges for
those members that need them. When Steve is not in
attendance, please give your name to Norb Siska and he
will forward your request to Steve.

AWA Shirts, Smocks, & Hats
Ivan A. Blomgren is taking orders for club caps, shirts, etc. Due to the lack of volume and associated
shipping costs our embroidery shop experiences on small orders, it has been decided we need to switch
to placing orders on a quarterly basis in hopes of boosting the volume for each order so the per item
shipping costs can come down.
The way this procedure will work is that members can place orders with Ivan up until the third meeting
of each quarter. The collected orders will then be submitted to the embroidery shop and should then be
available for distribution at the first meeting of the following quarter. Full payment for an order will
need to be submitted with each order form before it can be processed! Order placement cut off dates
for each quarter will be as follows:

1st Qtr:

Jan - Mar
March meeting
2nd Qtr:
Apr - Jun
June meeting
3rd Qtr:
Jul - Sep
September meeting
4th Qtr:
Oct - Dec
December meeting

Order cutoff:
Order cutoff:
Order cutoff:
Order cutoff:

Order forms can be downloaded and filled out from our web site as well as from Ivan at our meetings.

AWA Classifieds (Members Only)
Tools for Sale
From Neil Davie: KV 8505P-26” heavy duty (150 LB) drawer slide, full extension +1.25”, NEW, $25
or make offer. Contact Neil Davie ntdavie2@msn.com, or 505-250-4873.
Tools Wanted

Erin O’Donnell (AWA member and CEO & Founder of Dovetail Community Workshop) is looking for a
good deal on a used bandsaw. If you have one, you can contact her at mailto:dovetailabq@gmail.com .
You can also visit the website at http://dovetailworkshop.com/ as well.

AWA website
Steve Scott is our WebMaster. The Web Site has a fresh new look and some neat photos! There you can
find a list of the Board of Directors, a Calendar of events, and an Application Form. Check it out at:

http://www.abqawa.org/

Workshop CDs and DVDs
The AWA Library is currently unavailable as we move the collection to a new home, but we hope to
make materials available for checkout again soon. If you haven't used the library before, we encourage
you to take advantage of this resource. A list of books is currently posted on the AWA website.
We also hope to launch a new online system soon that will make it very easy to find and check out
books, and we hope to make it easy for members to pick up and return books when they check them out.

Sawdust On The Brain (humor via Ros Barnes)

Good advice!

AWA SPONSORS

TJ Hardware

!

311 Amherst Dr. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87107
505-881-4325
www.tjhardware.com

4224 Menaul NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110
Phone: 505 - 293 - 9663 (WOOD)
Fax: 505-293-9664
myworldofwood.com

Montana Reclaimed Lumber
info@mtreclaimed.com
PO Box 741
Gallatin Gateway, MT 59730

Membership Application
Mail to: P. O. Box 36133 Albuquerque, NM 87176-6133
DUES:
Dues are assessed on a calendar year basis. Please pay a pro-rated amount of $3 per month to
the end of the current year plus any additional years to extend your membership. Please check
appropriate boxes.
¨ One Year - $36
¨ Two Years - $68 (a 5% discount)
¨ Three Years - $97 (a 10% discount).
¨ Lifetime Membership - $360 (10 times annual dues).
¨ Full-time students (under 22) in an accredited educational program receive a 50% discount.
Amount Paid: $____________ (Prorated current year + additional years)
Name: ___________________________________________
Spouse: __________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: ____________________________________________________
Telephone: Home: ________________ Work: _________________ Cell: _________________
E-mail (please use all capital letters): _______________________________________________
I agree that Albuquerque Woodworkers Association, including the officers, will not be liable
for any injuries or bodily harm resulting from the operation and activities of the Association.
Signature: ___________________________________________ Date: ________________________
Print Name:
Please sign, date, and send this form (with payment by check) to the above address or bring payment
(check or cash) to the next AWA Meeting/Workshop. If you got this membership application off the
website the form is fillable on your computer so download, complete, and print.
â We would appreciate your answering a few questions so we can make your membership in
Albuquerque Woodworkers Association as satisfying as possible:
•

How did you hear about AWA? ______________________________________________________

•

What special skills do you have that might be useful to AWA?

!

• Are you retired or semi-retired? ¨ Yes ¨ No Comments: ________________________________
(Revised 5/17/2016)

